16th February 2017
Dear Parent/Guardians,
To celebrate ‘World Book Day’ your child will be attending an event on Tuesday 28th February 2017 with the
two published authors Lindsay Taylor and Suzanne Smith.
Lindsay Taylor and Suzanne Smith are the creators of the ‘Hattie B, Magical Vet’ series from Puffin Books,
and authors of ‘Doodle Girl and the Monkey Mystery’, as well as the fabulous newly released titles of ‘The
Littlest Dreamer, A Bedtime Journey’ and ‘The Littlest Dreamer, A Bedtime Adventure’.
During the day Years 1 – 6 will have a workshop with Lindsay Taylor and Suzanne Smith, where they will have
the opportunity to ask them questions about the ‘author process’ and learn about being a published author.
Your child will also have the opportunity to buy personally signed and dedicated copies of the books on the
day should they wish. Should you child wish to purchase books on the day, they will need to bring the money
with them to avoid disappointment. Often pupils are very inspired to read the author’s books after such a
visit and can be incredibly motivating for the child to personally read the book dedicated to them. Please
find below some information about the books which will be on sale in school.
We hope the children enjoy this valuable experience.
Many thanks
Mrs Henning
(Literacy Co-ordinator)
Hattie B was inspired by a little girl called Harriet, who once asked 'Where do unicorns and dragons go when
they're unwell?' Her mum, Lindsay Taylor, and their friend, Suzanne Smith thought long and hard and
suddenly realised - a magical vet of course! With this twinkle of an idea they met the writer Claire Baker and
together they created the Kingdom of Bellua. (RRP £4.99)
Doodle Girl lives inside sketchbook with a group of friends and a magic pencil. She uses this to create
adventures by transforming doodles into fantastical lands, full of amazing animals! In this story, help her and
her friends solve the monkey mystery on a tropical island.
With a giant, free doodling poster and sticker this book is full of creativity and fun. (RRP £6.99)
Get ready for a bedtime journey with the Littlest Dreamer as you ride on a magical pony over a rainbow,
have a cupcake feast with the woodland animals and dance with a prince at a spectacular royal party, all
before settling down to go to sleep! Or get ready for a bedtime adventure with the Littlest Dreamer as you
save your pet from the clutches of a fierce dragon, dig for pirate treasure, zoom round a racing track in a
super-fast car and even blast off into space to play with aliens on Mars! Snuggle up with this fantastical yet
settling journey into dreamland. (RRP £6.99)
‘The impact of an author visiting shouldn’t be underestimated. These are the types of things that people talk about when you ask
them what they remember about school.’

